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REDESIGNED
IN A STRIKING
RETRO STYLE,

invites guests to relax among
its locally-inspired interiors
and artworks.
Ever keen to enliven and innovate, PURO
Hotels is launching a freshly reimagined
property in the heart of Kraków. Just
few months of hard work and the result
is stunning!

Guided by the vintage glamour of Kraków’s interwar cafés, as well as the clean
functionalism of its mid-century modernist hotels. The result is an elegant living
space, grounded in Kraków’s sophisticated past, but realized through the vision
of the city’s most youthful generation
of designers.
We invite all SPCC members to enjoy
a friendly rate and additional perk at
your choice (extended stay or free upgrade to next room category)

simply plan your stay
HERE
(click on link)

with no obligation – you may cancel
for free till 3 pm on a day of arrival
PURO Kraków Old Town is the perfect
place to meet before you continue your
journey - without the stress of getting
stuck in a traffic jam on your way to
the railway station or your next meeting.
Relax, you are in the center.

HINT

Hotel guests and Krakow residents are invited
to explore HINT Bistro & Bar. The simple
menu, also with vegan and vegetarian options,
is inspired by street food from different parts
of the world (of course there is also a children’s
menu!). The bar tempts with original cocktails,
an extensive list of wines from Europe, New
Zealand and South America, as well as regional
craft beer. In cooperation with a local brewery,
even Hint beer was created. Currently available
only to hotel guests in the privacy of their rooms,
which does not mean that you cannot eat well
while on a business trip. Enjoy!

MEET @ PROXY
Intimate space (39 m2) - ideal for small meetings
(currently up to 5 people) - we will help you organize
any event. Live streaming or a hybrid is a piece of cake
for us as of solid Internet connections, although we
strongly believe that nothing can replace the energy of
face-to-face meetings. Remember that we constantly
care about your safety

CLICK HERE
More
on PURO

Click on link
in the city
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Simply tell us, how can we assist you:
krakow@purohotel.pl
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